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Nobody knows Bolivia like Lonely Planet, and our 7th edition helps you uncover the secrets of this

rugged Andean country. Lose yourself among blinding-white salt flats, creep through the jungle

seeking wildlife, shop in a bustling indigenous market and explore exquisite colonial cities.

Adventure awaits - let us take you there.Lonely Planet guides are written by experts who get to the

heart of every destination they visit. This fully updated edition is packed with accurate, practical and

honest advice, designed to give you the information you need to make the most of your trip.In This

Guide:Full Color highlights chapter with top picks from other travelersUnique Green Index identifies

sustainable optionsOutdoors chapter with trekking, mountain biking, horseback riding and more
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For sheer global reach and dogged research, attention must be paid to Lonely PlanetÃ¢â‚¬Â¦' --Los

Angeles Times, February 2, 2003 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travellers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travellers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for



those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of

travellers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travellers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The guide is seriously outdated. I bought a version that the website claims to be published on

December 2012. For example, how can a guide miss an airport in Uyuni (one of the most important

destinations in Bolivia)? The airport was built two years ago!!!!!Travel times, travel routes,

companies and so on are not accurate any more. The guide is still useful for a general idea of where

to go and what do to but it is not reliable for making decisions.On a more specific and personal

level, I think this is the last guide I buy for kindle. It is really difficult to navigate and maps are just

impossible to use.One ends up wasting a lot of time trying to find stuff and in the process one

misses some important bits of information.Summary: Look for another guide if you plan to travel to

Bolivia or use this one knowing that for getting around it is not accurate and you'll have to find travel

specifics from somewhere else.

I have been using Lonely Planet guides for over a decade and for travel on three continent now. I

can say without reservation that this guide is not reflective of the quality I have come to expect from

Lonely Planet. This book was littered with omissions and errors, both grammatical and factual,

through out. Also, there is too much emphasis on upscale dining and accommodations. How many

people need a review for an $800 a night hotel? Leave that stuff to Rick Steves and Frommers,

please.Previously I would reach without hesitation for the Lonely Planet when researching and

planning travels, but that will no longer be the case. LP is now just another guide book in my eyes

and will have to compete with Moon for my patronage in the future. My confidence in the brand has

been rocked.

In my understanding the use of a guide book is to help you orient yourself in an unknown

surrounding with ease (and help you stay safe). Sadly, the maps do not work in the kindle version...

they are too small to read and it is NOT possible to zoom in further, making an important part of this

document obsolete. The "sleep", "eat" and "get around" sections of the book are useful some of the

time although I have found the internet to be a more helpful resource.Two stars (instead of three) for

the bad maps. Three stars because I find this LP guidebook (as all the others) impossibly dull to



read and only semi-useful.

I swear by Lonely Planet guides and use them whenever we travel. Good info, good maps and

usually good picks for the accomodation but the ebook i found hard to use. No index or page nos.

Cant just flick through, backwards and forwards. Can save with a bookmark but the words that mark

the place arent always the ones that help you know why you saved it. The section you want is

halfway down th page but the words refer to something at the top of the page!!! Maybe the book

should come with a how to use!!!!! Much lighter having my guides on my ipad but then I wont be

looking them up on a street corner will I !

For the price, you simply couldn't ask for a better guide to the country. Every question I had was

answered. It covers every region, every genre of traveler, addresses every need one might have.

Sprinkled throughout are thoughtful suggestions and warnings. For example, I will be carrying toilet

paper with me everywhere I go in Bolivia.I'm so glad I bought this book!

As always, lonleyplanet provides good, accurate information. in this guide i felt like it was just more

of the same info available in previous editions and in other books.Would be nice to have new info,

better maps and a little more intel on the quality of services.overal; good but not amazing

Like any other lonely planet guide book, this now is very useful . Well researched and well written.

Now 1 more word required

This is a decent guide book. However things like hotel conditions, tour operator reliability are very

dynamic. Hence some online research is surely needed to complement the use of this book.
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